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Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
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European R&D Center
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STEELLITE

Pragmatic design
Steel material
Pure black/white
A perfect match for all

Affordable Personal Storage Specialist
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The first layer of drawer is equipped with a 
small storing box for placing small items.

The front casters of the drawer cabinet 
can be fixed during use and adjusted to 
free movement when needed. 

Small storing box enhances neatness Lock or unlock? It’s your choice.
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Unibody-bended and configured with five swivel 
casters, the cabinet is both stable and agile. 
3-section sliding rail ensures safe operation. Once 
one drawer is pulled out, the others will be locked. 

Enable Agile Work
Five Casters 
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Handle-free design and unibody bending bring a 
minimalist aesthetics. Fixed with desk, it works 
instantly with existing furniture. Besides, the bottom 
drawer is equipped with dividers to better sort out 
documents.

Fixed Cabinet
Unibody 3-Layer
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10mm

We introduced Italian Salvagnini 
panel benders to lift the 
integral bending effect, striking 
a perfect balance between 
aesthetics and stability. 

10mm narrow edge
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The superior load-bearing capacity of the shelf 
panel makes sure it will not bend or creak even 
when stuffed with documents.
Also, the distance between each two shelf 
panels can be adjusted. 125° rotation range of 
door allows you to store and take goods easily. 

Great capacity

Adjustable shelf panel
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投递式公文柜  柜内有惊喜

Configured with clothes rail (the vertical height 
of clothes rail is 825mm), the wardrobe can 
accommodate piles of clothes effortlessly. And 
airing holes are designed to promote ventilation and 
prevent moisture. The dented area on the surface is 
designed for name cards to fit in.

The shelf panel makes a division between shoes and 
clothes. And the mirror makes sure you always look 
presentable.

Six-door wardrobe

Human-oriented interior layout
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Specification

GD20-1.039598
W390*D523*H598(mm)

GD21-1.039715
W390*D599*H715(mm)

GD50-1.090108
W900*D450*H1108(mm)

GD80-1.090864
W900*D515*H1864(mm)

GD51-1.090864B
W900*D450*H1864(mm)
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2 3

4 5
Material 

Matte White

Main promotion color

Matte Black

Optional color

Zero handle One-piece bending

Level-two load-bearing

Quadruple protection

Three types of storage

Five casters

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.


